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Welcome in 
our e-book!

Congratulations! The fact 
that you are reading this, 
means you have decided 
to begin your own start-up. 
A brave, fun and 
adventurous step. In this 
first chapter we will guide 
you through the basics of 
communication for a 
successful start-up. The 
importance of social media, 
communities and 
networking, online as well 
as offline, will be discussed.  

Every chapter is divided 
in the same way. It starts 
with some theory that will 
help you get started. To 
make the theory clear, we 
will present a case to you. 
This case will come back in 
every chapter. Because the 
industry is constantly 
changing, we will also 
inform you about two weak 
signals which we think 
could evolve into trends, 
based on the topic of the 
chapter. So, now that you 
know how this e-book is 

put together, there’s only 
one thing left to say: 
Let’s get started!
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1 CHAPTER 1. 
It’s all about networks.

A new age has arrived! 
From the industrial, to 
information to network age. 
We are now living in a 
network society. Networks 
are getting more and more 
powerful these days. 
According to Castells 
(2000) it is the direct 
consequence of the 
revolution in ICT, the rise 
of social movements and 
the economic crisis in the 
80’s. For you as a starter, it 
is good to understand what 
this network society means 

for your start-up and the 
way you communicate with 
your target audience.

First things first. To under-
stand the network society, 
we need to understand the 
definition of a network. 
• A network is 
constantly moving: it has 
changing actors, 
transactions and 
circumstances. 
• A network does not have 
an epicentre: It is about 
equal relationships.
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The network society 
however, is not only about 
(social) networks, it also 
has to do with new 
technologies and the way 
people connect these days. 
Culture, social background 

and status are also 
influencing the network 
society. Castell (2000) 
claims that networks have 
become the units of the 
modern society. The rise 
of this network society was 

made possible thanks to 
digitalisation, a subject we 
will further dive into in the 
next paragraph.

Before you start reading 
all about digitalisation, you 
might want to check out 
this video that explains the 
network society in an easy 
way.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5Pxenw7UFA
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A Digital world
Because of the uprise of the Internet of Things, 
digitalisation is now everywhere. Not only devices but 
also other objects are getting smart, enthusiasts are even 
working on smart cities at this very moment. The pace of 
technological change is increasing exponentially. If you 
want to find out which consequences this can have for 
your business, we recommend that you watch this video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwgFm6WPmSg
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Together with digitalisation 
come new needs and 
possibilities. Therefo-
re organisations need to 
act now and adapt to the 
change in consumer 
behaviour by coming up 

with innovation strategies. 
Otherwise they will be left 
behind and lose their 
competitive advantage. In 
addition to consumers, 
businesses need to engage 
digitally with their partners, 

employees and suppliers. 
Other effects of digital 
change are a loss of 
control over consumer 
relations, increased 
competition and the threat 
of commoditisation. (Ernst & 

Young, 2011)

Digitalisation has been the 
instigator of a lot of 
developments in the past 
five to ten years. If you 
want to know more about 
which opportunities 
digitalisation has to offer 
businesses, we recommend 
that you check out this 
video about the topic. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtJzk9UCi58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtJzk9UCi58
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Every business needs to use digital channels to create 
seamless and consistent engagement. (Ernst & Young, 
2011) Social media changed the way we communica-
te. There has been a power shift from the companies 
and organizations to all people who share content. Social 
networks are not a new thing, but they are evolving due 
to new technology. Although a lot of companies see the 
importance of social media, the action is often remai-
ning behind. As transparency has become very impor-
tant, try to share as much relevant and honest information 
as possible about your start-up and its industry. (Patel, 
2014)

Besides pushing out information, it is equally important 
to pull back information and to listen to the reactions 
you get. Nowadays, communication goes two ways. It is 

a good idea to analyse all the information you can find 
about your start-up and listen to what your stakehol-
ders are saying. Try to react to them quickly and to start 
a conversation. A bad customer experience will be put 
online in no-time, and it will be read by people around 
the world in a heartbeat. Everybody is an influencer now, 
people can share all data and opinions and all informa-
tion is connected. Because people trust another custo-
mer’s review more than advertising, this can cause quite 
some damage to the image of your brand. Therefore it is 
a good idea to constantly monitor your social media as 
they are so quick. Besides that, it is of course important 
to offer good services, products and customer service. If 
the services or products aren’t good, sooner or later it will 
be all over the internet, and the damage will be of great 
impact. (Hoff, 2014)
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Further 
down the line

In reality, monitoring and 
managing your start-up’s 
social media accounts can 
be a time-consuming job. 
In the beginning it is per-
fectly possible for you to 
manage them yourself, but 
when your business and 
budget starts to increase 
we recommend you to hire 
professionals to take care 
of them.

A social media manager 
will bring clients and pros-
pects to the table and will 

monitor your social me-
dia accounts. His job is to 
manage brand recognition 
and reputation, to evaluate 
brand perception, to plan 
campaigns or initiatives to 
promote the message of 
the start-up and to build 
social networks on social 
media platforms to facilitate 
depth of communication. 
These networks can help 
your start-up get noticed, 
they increase your visibility. 
(DiMauro, 2012)
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A community manager will welcome clients and prospects into 
your start-up. His job is to manage customer relationships with the 
brand, service or product. He will focus on the flow of information 
and knowledge, on strengthening relationships and on promoting 
productive collaboration. His job may include moderation and 
hosting events on the start-up’s community platform. (DiMauro, 
2012)

It will be his job to search for a common ground between the 
start-up and its clients and prospects, so your start-up can adapt 
itself to their level. That is how you can establish a real commu-
nity. You will have to listen to people and you cannot ignore their 
feedback, you will need to act on it. It is about mutuality, giving and 
getting - you have to be willing to give something back. Although 
a community is mostly online and technology driven, bringing 
people together in real life is also powerful. (Van Baarle, 2016)
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In order to find a common ground 
between your start-up and its 
clients and prospects, you will 
need user insights. It is important 
to dig, to found, to explore. The-
refore you will need more than 
just the standard marketing 
metrics like age, gender and 
domicile - you will need to find 
out more about the “why”. What 
motivates people to do some-
thing? This also takes into 
account their psychological 
profiles, their common beliefs and 
values. (Van Baarle, 2016)
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Know your 
audience!

In order to connect with 
your audience, it can be 
helpful to create what are 
called personas. The-
se are very specific made 
up persons that represent 
a part of your target au-
dience. You put these in 
the centre of your thinking 
and ask yourself what the 
needs are of this persona. 
Based on these personas, 
you can imagine your tar-
get audience more easily 
and respond to their needs 
and interests, you can re-
ally connect with them. You 

need to figure out which 
demands they have from 
the brand. As a commu-
nity manager you have to 
be constantly checking 
again to see if anything has 
changed, it is a continuous 
circle. (Van Baarle, 2016)

When you find that com-
mon ground you can start 
a meaningful relation with 
your stakeholders. The re-
ason why a lot of compa-
nies are still not using the 

full potential, is because too 
often they will use social 
media as just a marketing 
tool to help sell services 
and products. They need 
to see their customers and 
prospects more as peop-
le instead of just numbers, 
and really create a me-
aningful relationship with 
them. Companies that un-
derstand this are building 
communities. Communities 
can grow very fast and 
often have a direct link with 

the decision makers of the 
company or start-up. 
(Van Baarle, 2016)

Communities can have ad-
vantages for companies in 
several ways. Good relati-
ons with community groups 
improve decision-making 
because the company can 
take the concerns from the 
community into account. 
Because they often have a 
valuable local knowledge, 
this can lead to better and 
more innovative projects. 
The communities will also 
trust the company more 
because they feel like the 
company really listens to 
them and considers their 
opinions and ideas. (NBS, 
2012)
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Company 
communities

Good community relations will also make it easier to at-
tract employees, because they want to work for compa-
nies that are respected. In terms of competitiveness there 
will also be less lawsuits and other obstacles that can 
cause costly project delays. (NBS, 2012)

When developing a sustainable community relations pro-
gram, giving back to the community should always be a 
part of the corporate structure. Consider giving your 
employees an amount of paid leave each year for them 
to volunteer, or partner up with a volunteer organization to 
arrange a company-wide day of volunteering. When 
hiring new employees, search for people with dedication 
to give back to their community. Passionate employees 
are often the starting point for successful company com-
munity initiatives. Without their time and willingness to help 
out the community, the program cannot work. Also, be 
sure to maintain the community relations program through 
business growth. By leveraging its employees, a company 
can construct a culture of giving, responsibility and caring 
that benefits the community as well as the company and 
its employees. (Robinson, 2009)
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Now, let’s 
head back to 
social media

As said before, every business needs to use digital 
channels to create seamless and consistent engagement 
with stakeholders and communities. Every digital platform 
works differently and has different kinds of audiences, so 
it is important to create a successful social strategy 
adjusted to your start-up. If you want more information 
about how to use social media as a public relations tool, 
we recommend that you watch this video. 

Let’s go into more detail about social networks 
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Tumblr, Snapchat 
and WhatsApp.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Upx92Y0YqNs
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The time that Facebook only connected friends and family 
is long gone. By now, everyone knows Facebook and it 
has more than 1.55 billion active users in all age catego-
ries. Because of the Pages function it can connect people 
from around the world with businesses and organizations 
and with your start-up. No matter what your industry may 
be, Facebook is a great starting point. It is quite a low- 
maintenance social network, your fans will have a good 
impression of your start-up even if you only post a few 
updates per week. Besides that, Facebook uses auto-
moderation functions to identify improper posts on brand 
pages, which has a direct impact on the public discourse 
in crisis situations. Facebook now also features Facebook 
Live to share real-time videos. (Helmrich, 2016)

Fanta is a brand that uses Facebook in a good way. The 
brand’s Facebook page has a big, bright image that pro-
motes its current advertising campaign. By promoting the 
campaign, the page also encourages fans arriving on 
the Timeline to like the page. The brand has one of the 
best examples of custom app images with clear, colourful 
graphics and nice engagement tactics, encouraging fans 
to play games, spread the word and become more soci-
ally embedded. (Owen, 2012)

Facebook



Twitter
Twitter is another good way to promote your start-up, 
it can even double as a platform for handling customer 
service. Twitter has a very wide reach of more than 320 
million active users worldwide and makes it quick and 
easy to interact with other users from all over the world 
by mentioning their usernames in your posts. Because the 
platform makes it easy for people to retweet things, your 
content will have the possibility to go viral. If you have an 
active presence, customers will reach out to your Twitter 
account to express their praise or concerns. (Helmrich, 
2016)
 

A good brand example is Innocent Drinks which has a 
consistently lovable branding. The brand doesn’t pushily 
promote their juices and smoothies, instead Innocent 
Drinks uses Twitter to foster their silly, fun, clever, and 
creative brand personality. The brand strives to make their 
Twitter a place on social media where people want to 
visit, they want people to enjoy seeing their posts in their 
timelines. People really connect with the brand becau-
se they talk like human beings without any jargon. It got 
people talking about Innocent Drinks. (Kolowich, 2016)
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Pinterest
Pinterest is a visually oriented platform where users can 
save and display content as “pins”. They are able to cre-
ate their own bulletin boards and to organize them by 
category. Keeping your content organized can be quite 
time-consuming, but in terms of post frequency Pinterest 
is another low- maintenance platform. Because it is a ni-
che network it may not work for every start-up, Pinterest’s 
users are primarily women who are interested in catego-
ries as food, photography, fashion, beauty, exercise and 
do-it- yourself projects. The platform invented “rich pins” 
especially for brands, so they can add more information 
to their “pins” like product details and maps. (Helmrich, 
2016)

Etsy is an example of a brand that uses Pinterest the 
right way. The brand’s pinboard takes to heart what Etsy 
stands for: a retailer of homemade and vintage goods. 
You can connect to items for sale on its website, but the 
account also shows you how you can make your own 
products and how to put their products to work in your 
daily life, which emphasizes the lifestyle philosophy that 
Pinterest promotes. The brand also gives its customers 
ideas on how to use their products or on which occasi-
ons. This gives them more reasons and incentives to buy 
from the Etsy website. (Sorenson, 2012)
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Instagram
Instagram is a mostly mobile network based entirely on 
photo and video posts on which you can use its unique 
filters. Instagram is used mostly by women, and users 
post mainly about food, art, travel and fashion. Depending 
on your industry it will or will not be a good platform for 
your start-up. To make this platform work you have to 
be able to find the right hashtags to share your photos 
with. The hashtags are important because they make your 
posts easier to find, as there is a lot of clutter on all soci-
al media. Instagram has also launched Instagram stories, 
which is comparable to Snapchat (see below). (Helmrich, 
2016)

An example of a brand that uses Instagram in a good 
way is Ben&Jerry’s, one of the first brands to advertise on 
Instagram. They mostly post pictures of desserts together 
with visual storytelling and dominate Instagram in terms 
of content, targeting and frequency. They mostly focus on 
millennials. Ben & Jerry’s is known for being easy-going 
and natural, which plays into its advertising strategy. The 
company manages posts three times per day (on aver-
age) per account and has done a fantastic job of syn-
ching advertising parameters so Instagram users don’t feel 
bombarded. (Freeland, 2016)
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Tumblr
Tumblr might be the most difficult social media platform 
to use as a start-up, but it does have a lot of possibilities. 
All content is quick and easy to reblog, so posts can go 
viral rather quickly. The network has a young audience: 
half of its visitor base is under age 25. It consists of one 
big community full of smaller subcommunities. There is 
a subcommunity for almost every niche and interest you 
can think of. (Helmrich, 2016)

A great brand example is Whole Foods Market, which 
uses Tumblr to republish its monthly online magazine 
Dark Rye. It contains video content, cool and unusual 
images, and spoof interviews with dandelions and bum-
blebees. The company also shares relevant content from 
other blogs to ensure it has a steady stream of daily up-
dates. Overall it’s an attractive Tumblr page and one that 
helps to develop the brand image. (Moth, 2012)
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Snapchat
With more than 100 million daily active users and 400 
million snaps per day, Snapchat is one of the fastest-gro-
wing social networks. (Talbot, 2015) Snapchat has a 
huge audience of potential customers. 77% of colle-
ge students uses it daily, and 58% would be likely to 
purchase a brand’s product or service if they received a 
coupon on Snapchat. As a business you can use Snap-
chat to highlight special events, to tease new products 
to your fans, to give them a look behind the scenes of 
your company and to keep the communication casual. It 
can also be used to tell a story and to host giveaways. It 
is a perfect tool to engage your community more. (Patel, 
2016)

As a brand example there is Taco Bell, which launched a 
filter allowing users to turn their face into a taco. This was 
set up in May for Cinco de Mayo. It turned out to be the 
most-viewed Snapchat filter ever, and it resulted in 224 
million views in one day. It was a success because the 
content was lightweight and humorous and the platform is 
easy to use. (Young, 2016)



WhatsApp
WhatsApp is completely free and has around 1 billion 
active users. (Olson, 2016) Businesses can use it as a 
tool for client service, language courses and coaching (for 
example a nutritionist can send weekly dietary advice), 
to share content and for advertising. (Bueters, 2016) 
WhatsApp offers higher delivery chances than e-mail or 
SMS, and has less restrictions on the format. It is wiser to 
use it to connect with your target audience rather than for 
reaching new users, as spamming messages often isn’t 
appreciated. (Raza, 2016)

A good brand example is the 3-day “Absolut Unique” 
campaign from Absolute Vodka in 2013. To celebrate 
the launch of this line, they hosted an exclusive party and 
only two invites were available to the general public. To 
win these, customers needed to send a WhatsApp 
message to a designated number and interact with a 
virtual doorman named Sven. The trick was to be as cre-
ative as possible and convince Sven why you deserved 
the tickets to the party. Over 600 users sent everything 
from crazy videos to the most hilarious voice notes you 
could possibly imagine. (Ongair, 2016)
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Now that you know everything about 
social networks & communities, please 
watch this video we made to introduce 
you to the world of sensor technology. 
It shows how this technology can be 

used to form communities and connect 
people. A good addition to your newly 

retrieved information! 
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Sensor technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDg91b5zY4I&t=4s
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Who will be 
Mark’s target 

audience?

The first step to finding out 
his target audience is em-
pathizing: who might ap-
preciate Mark’s project? 
Their motivations could be 
their shared love for piz-
za, their desire for change 
or novelties, their interest 
in modern technologies or 
their appreciation of less 
personal contact with the 
waiters.

Then Mark can define his 
target audience: young to 
middle aged adults who 
love pizza and have a basic 
knowledge of technology, 
who don’t feel like chatting 
with the waiters and want 
to avoid unnecessary so-
cial contact. Will there be 
an option for children to 

play games on the tablet 
in which the orders are 
placed? Then Mark’s Ita-
lian restaurant might also 
be suitable for families with 
young children.

It may come in handy for 
Mark to make personas 
for every group of his tar-
get audience, so they will 
be easier for him to relate 
to. An example could be 
Lucy: a 22-year-old single 
woman who loves pizza 
and new technologies, who 
likes to go out for a bite 
with friends or alone and 
doesn’t like unnecessary 
chit-chat. She is a student, 
likes going to the club and 
works on the weekends.
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How will Mark 
reach his 

target 
audience?

It is time for Mark to develop the strategies and tactics of 
the public relations plan. His strategy is to promote his 
restaurant among a target audience, and to enhance and 
create a specific community around his restaurant. His 
marketing message is ‘every wish is possible‘, and he will 
stick by this message during the entire communication 
process. Mark believes that his message is a first sign of 
listening to the customers’ needs.

The problem of Mark’s start-up in the beginning, as with 
most start-ups, is lack of awareness. His communication 
targets people who like technology, therefore he decided 
to create an online game named The Pizza Builder to in-
crease his brand awareness. For this reason Mark chose 
Facebook as his main social media platform. Facebook 
offers the possibility to play games, to invite other people 
to play them and to share players’ scores.
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The objective of the game is to create your own dream 
pizza. Players can choose any topping and then 
share their finished pizza on their timeline. Above the 
picture with the finished result will be two links: one to the 
Facebookpage of Mark’s Italian Restaurant and one to the 
online game. The players will also be able to invite friends 
to the game and to like Mark’s Facebookpage.The idea of 
this Pizza builder game is to raise awareness and to bring 
people together on his restaurant’s Facebook profile. If 
the game is successful, Mark will add more features to it 
such as the possibility to win prizes.

Mark believes that the game might be a first step to buil-
ding a meaningful relationship between his brand and his 
stakeholders. If his branding is a success, he would like 
to expand to other social media platforms in the future.

Would you like to see a 
similar game? 

On GooglePlay you can 
download Pizza maker kids 
– a cooking game to get an 

idea! 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=si.pilcom.apps.pizzamakerkids
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=si.pilcom.apps.pizzamakerkids
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Trend 
watching: 

weak signals 
that can 

enhance your 
community

Example 1: posting on 
social media platforms like 
www.9gag.com

It is possible to use 
social media platforms with 
user-generated content 
for the promotion of your 
start-up. A good example 
is 9gag, where users are 
sharing their content trough 
mainly memes and gifs 
with users as well as non-
users. This can be ideas, 
thoughts, questions, etc. 
Beneath every post, there’s 
a possibility to comment 
and start a discussion with 
other users. Besides that 
the users can use a private 
chat.

To give you an example of 
how you can use 9gag for 
your start-up, we 
introduce you to Kebab 
guy. This man shared a 
meme on 9gag in which he 
invited its users to come to 
his restaurant in 
Sydney, and he promised 
them free food if they said 
they came there because 
of 9gag. Since then the 
original meme (and its 
transformations) have 
become a viral hit. Multiple 
users visited Kebab guy’s 
restaurant an took 
pictures with him, made 
memes out of them, and 
shared it again on 9gag.

http://www.9gag.com


Example 2: the use of memes and gifs for increasing 
your visibility in your target audience

(Internet) memes and gifs are visual ways of 
communicating, their popularity is growing fast. Only 
recently Facebook has created the possibility to send gifs 
through their personal chat (Messenger). As a start-up it 
can be a good idea to use them for your communication, 
because posts including a photo or video have a higher 
chance of being read than just a simple text or 
advertisement. Sending your message through meme will 
make your start-up more unique! (Bullas, 2016)
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It is impossible to ignore or avoid social media.

Thanks to digitalisation we now live in a network society.

Not only devices but also objects are getting smart, they 
can even communicate with each other (a.k.a. the Internet 
of things).

After business growth you should consider investing in a 
social media manager and a community manager for your 
brand.

Know your audience, otherwise it is impossible to connect 
with them.

ALWAYS listen to your stakeholders.

You shouldn’t be present on every existing social media 
platform: choose the right one(s) for your brand
and choose quality above quantity.

Sensor technology can help you to connect people and 
build a community.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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2 CHAPTER 2. 
Network analysis.

Explore your 
position in 

regard to the 
target 

audience

As a start-up, you should know how the information 
through social networks about brands is spread and 
accepted. It is also useful for communication to know 
what is trendy now, thus, what the topic of the day is. 
With this knowledge you can better understand your 
target audience and potential customers. Do you agree? 
Then you need to start with social network analysis. Let’s 
go to get an insight!
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Social 
network 
analysis

Social network analysis is 
a strategy for investigating 
social structures (Otte & 
Rousseau, 2002). The 
investigation of social 
structures can be done in a 
reality and also in a 
virtual reality. The focus of 
this chapter is on the virtual 
world, more precisely on 
digital social networks.

For social network 
analysis it is important to 
monitor communication and 
to watch the audience of 

your brand through social 
media. Social media 
monitoring is “a 
systematic, long time, 
topic-specific search, 
compilation, analysis, 
interpretation and archiving 
content from social media 
for relevant management. It 
aims on continuous 
overview of market trends 
for companies. Both in 

terms of their own 
company, as well as market 
participants in the 
horizontal and vertical 
competition” (Rauschnabel, 
2014: 7).

Simply said, social media 
monitoring is used to get 
information which is then 
analyzed for a specific 
period of time. Various free 

and paid professional 
internet tools are available 
for monitoring your 
social media. But before 
you will be informed about 
the tools, we will tell you 
about the possibilities of 
social media monitoring.

Be like Aerosmith and 
DON’T WANT TO MISS A 
THING!
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Insight
Insight is knowledge of 

customers and knowledge 
of your audience which is 

crucial for your communica-
tion and campaign. Knowing 
which trends occur in the 

audience is very useful be-
cause using social trends in 
communication is a conver-
sation opener (Caroll, 2013).

Effective and complimen-
tary tools are Google Trends 

and Google Alerts.

Google Trends enables 
searching for hot spots in 
specific time period, its 

development and 
comparison with competitors 
by countries, regions and 
big cities with exceptions.

Google Alerts offers an 
email notification of found 
requested key words. The 

search is constantly running 
so your start-up is informed 
about progression. If some-
one mentions your brand 

you will receive a 
notification.

http://www.google.cz/trends
https://www.google.com/alerts
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Google offers other effective tools, however, these tools 
have only paid versions. For a start-up it is better to learn 
working with free versions and buy paid version after the 
business will develop.

Google platform is a web tracking tool. It focuses on 
consumers of Internet content which is the majority of 
online society (Caroll, 2013).

Bradly Horowitz, founder of Yahoo’s advanced develop-
ment division, came up with the model of Internet users. 
The model describes “relationship between consumption 
of social content and conversations using audience 
segmentation around three segments: creators, 
synthesizers and consumers” (Horowitz, 2006). Horowitz 
claims that in online society 1% are of creators, who 
actively produce content (blog, forum) and 10% are of 
synthesizers, who are very likely to give a “like” to a post 
or retweet it. Today the numbers might differ but the 
consumers still remain the majority.

While Google tools focus on consumers, the website So-
cial Mention focuses on creators’ activity. Social 

Mention is a free platform which was published with other 
free tools as one of the best free social monitoring tools 
in 2016 (Mindruta, 2016).
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Social Mention allows you 
to study what has been 
said about specific people, 
companies, products or any 
topic. It searches for data 
across the social media in 
real time. It enables you to 
find out the links with other 
words which are used. It 
is possible to sort the in-
formation by timeframe 
or source. Social Mention 
monitors for example Twit-
ter, Facebook, FriendFeed, 
YouTube, Digg, Google and 
more.

Take a look for yourself at 
http://socialmention.com

To get deeper insight it is 
important to study social 
media capital. Studying of 
social media capital helps 
you to find an influencer for 
your brand.

Social media 
capital

Social media capital is the 
social capital of an indivi-
dual or an organization in 
the social media environ-
ment. There are plenty of 
definitions of social capital 
but we will introduce just 

one which was 
considered useful by Adam 
Parker in context of 
influence and influencers. 
Social capital is “an 
investment in social 
relations by individuals 
through which they gain 
access to embedded 
resources to enhance 
expected returns of 
instrumental or expressive 
actions.” (Parker, 2013). 
The key element of 
social capital is an 
influence. Thus, “the 
capacity or power of 
persons or things to be 
a compelling force on or 
produce effects on the 
actions, behaviour, 
opinions, etc.”(Parker, 
2013).

For deeper insight in 
social capital, watch 

this video. 

http://socialmention.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sts9upOA9EU
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In the non-digital era, me-
dia brands had the main 
influence. However, even if 
the major media brands still 
seem to be referenced as 
truthful source of informa-
tion their unique influence 
has been disrupted and 
divided between individual 
influencers. The influencers 
have become more con-
textual (Caroll, 2013). It is 
good news for a start-up 
that your brand does not 
have to be advertised in the 
expensive space of major 
media brand to become 
visible. In this time it is cru-
cial to find a right influencer 
who helps you to promote 
your brand.

Searching for 
the right 

influencer
Finding your target audi-
ence influencer is useful 
because you easily get 
access to a wide audien-
ce through someone who 
is popular with your po-
tential customers (Simp-
son, 2015). But how can 
we find such a person? 
According to simple logic 
we could suggest that we 
choose the one with hig-
hest number of followers, 
but in reality things are 
more complicated. The key 
to find the influencers is 
hidden in their social me-
dia capital which has three 
fundamental pillars.

The pillars of social media capital, thus influence, are:

1. Reach: popularity, physical proximity;
2. Resonance: frequency of messages, other objects 
and engagement which it generates;
3. Relevance: authority and trust on the subject 
(Parker, 2013).

Or in other words, the influence is measured by 
three perspectives:

1. Popularity: based on the number of people that 
follow, like the content of a creator;
2. Propagation: based on the amount of shared or 
retweeted content of a creator;
3. Mentions: based on the number of mentions of 
people or brands (Caroll, 2013).
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Cha et al. (2010 in Caroll, 
2012) claim, that 
propagation is more 
important than popularity. 
Moreover, Forbes created 
this complicated 
formula which should 
provide an even better 
outcome (Simpson, 2015).

Influence = 
Audience Reach (# of followers) x 

Brand Affinity (expertise and credibility) x 
Strength of Relationship with Followers

The most important part in 
this formula is expertise and 
credibility. The influencers 
must be trustworthy in the 
field of brand they promote. 
Someone might have tons 
of followers but nobody 
is going to believe advice 
about healthy food from 
someone who eats junk 
food. The influencer should 

be able to make your 
target audience take an 
action which is beneficial 
for your brand (Simpson, 
2015).
 

In case you want to learn 
more about the key 
influencer, please watch 
this video! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX6-Q5yerG0
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Watch the spread of your 
message and find 

your influencer
Next up you can find some 
examples of social 
media monitoring tools 
which enable the 
monitoring of your posts 
and opinions of the 
audience on your brand as 
well as a search for 
influencers. Thus, these 
tools allow your brand to 
get full insight.
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Hootsuite
The free version of Hootsuite enables to you to engage in 
conversations and monitor topics that matter for you. You 
can create a schedule and automate content of posts. 
You can track your followers and find which content re-
sonates most with your audience. Hootsuite works with 
data from Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, WordPress, Fours-
quare and Google+. In the free version you are able to 
work with three of them. Hootsuite’s feature of social me-
dia management can save your time which you as a start 
up can appreciate.

Hootsuite also offers free courses of Hootsuite usage for 
beginners and more skilled users.

 

Klout offers the possibility of influence measurement 
through engagement which is called Klout score. Klout 
score counts with 400 signals from several networks (Fa-
cebook, Google+, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Wikipedia, 
Foursquare, etc.). The signals are comments, retweets, 
shares, followers and subscriptions (Parker, 2013). It of-
fers to measure relevance as well. Klout allocates the 
accounts according to topics in which they expect to be 
influential (Parker, 2013). It also suggests sharable content 
for your target audience. Using Klout you learn about your 
brand impression and your influencers and get advice for 
a new post. 

Klout

https://hootsuite.com/
https://education.hootsuite.com/
https://klout.com/home
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Simply 
Measured

Simply Measured is a paid platform. However, the user 
can create individual analysis for Instagram, Twitter, 
Facebook, Google+ and Vine for free. The paid 
version offers analysis and reports from Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, YouTube and Vine. 
You can for example find your audience and search what 
resonates with them, compare your own and your 
competitors’ profiles and unify all data across the 
channels to make the comparison easier. 

 

Followerwonk offers Twitter data analysis. It helps you to 
search bios, compare users, track and sort followers (lo-
cation, authority, number of their followers) and connect 
with influencers. You can use complimentary Follower-
wonk. However, extended version is paid. 

Followerwonk

http://simplymeasured.com/#sm.0000007a5t4o5wbfg4szinzxyea4i
https://moz.com/followerwonk/
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Tweetreach
Tweetreach enables you to monitor accounts, hashtags 
and topics that matter in real time. You can find your
biggest fans and influencers. The website offers a free 
demo version.

On the Internet you can always find more similar 
social monitoring tools. Many of them offer a test-
alternative for free which shows you the basic 
capability of the programme. We introduced only some of 
the publicly available tools which were chosen in the top 
15 social media monitoring tools in Brandwatch’s article: 
Marketing: Top 15 Free Social Media Monitoring Tools 
(Mindruta, 2016).

On Internet forums you can find many opinions about 
advantages or disadvantages of each monitoring tool. 
Almost each tool mentioned above helps to get insight, 
to learn about social capital of your followers and find the 
right influencer. It is important to know what information 
you want to get and learn to work with the one which 
suits your needs the best.
  
Some users recommend to use multiple tools and to 
compare the results. This is due to the fact that every 
tool works with a different measurement algorithm and 
a bit different data. However, it is very time- consuming. 
What can you do about that? Just be aware of the fact 
that most of the tools work only with publicly available 
data resources, so you cannot get the complete range of 
opinions for your analysis and interpretation (Rappaport, 
2015).

Let’s speak about the possible usage of trend watching 
and social media monitoring for a start-up. One of them 
is moment marketing which helps you to make your 
brand visible in social networks.

(and more.)

https://tweetreach.com
https://www.brandwatch.com/2013/08/top-10-free-social-media-monitoring-tools/
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Moment 
marketing

To briefly describe how to 
use trends and mentions 
to promote your brand we 
will shortly discuss moment 
marketing. “Moment mar-
keting is the ability to take 
advantage of an event to 
deliver relevant and 
related, seemingly spon-
taneous, and often fleeting 
interactions with customers 
in real time” (Grobel in Pol-
lock, 2016). The advertising 
captures macro moments 
as holidays (Christmas) or 
any well known live event 
(Olympic games), and mi-
cro moments (TYTY, 2016).

The macro moments are 

possible to predict thanks 
to a calendar and even 
better with Google Trends. 
The micro moments are 
more difficult to capture. 
The micro moments are 
moments within a moment. 
“These moments are con-
sumer-centric and under-
standing the consumer’s 
engagement when you 
reach out to them when the 
moments are right for the 
brand and consumer are 
crucial“(TYTY, 2016). Using 
micro moments that interest 
your target audience, your 
start-up can attract their 
attention and maintain con-
tact with them. Afterwards, 
you can check the result of 
your move using one of the 
tools for social media 
monitoring above.
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A little example:
Mark’s target 
audience consists 
of football fans. His 
restaurant keeps 
messaging the 
score to the audi-
ence during the final 
match with the text 
“Bringing fresh and 
hot news as well as 
pizza in our 
restaurants.”

In case you want to 
master in moment 
advertising, read this 
text written by TYTY.

For more information 
about the usage of 
micro moments, read 
this Google research 
on micro-moments 
and the implications 
for your marketing. 

If you want to learn 
more about social 
web analysis, these 
online lessons from 
Jennifer Golbeck 
might be the right 
material for you. 

https://www.tvty.tv/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/tvty-report-2016-final-1.pdf
https://www.tvty.tv/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/tvty-report-2016-final-1.pdf
http://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-platforms/google- marketing/google-micro-moments/
http://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-platforms/google- marketing/google-micro-moments/
http://analyzingthesocialweb.com/course-materials.shtml
http://analyzingthesocialweb.com/course-materials.shtml
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One of the influencers Mark found is Leonie ter Veld 
(Gewoonwateenstudentjesavondseet)  
* 92.000 followers on Facebook. 
* 22.000 followers on Instagram. 
* Founder of blogsite about food for students, sharing 
recipes and restaurant tips, which makes her an expert 
and trustworthy in the field.  

* Very interactive with her audience through comments, 
likes and other sources such as Snapchat 
(ter Veld, 2016). 

Because Leonie’s target audience are students, it also 
suits Mark’s audience. She posts at least 4 articles a 
week. The articles get a lot of likes, comments and 
shares, which implies that she has a lot of credibility. 
Leonie seems like the perfect influencer for his restaurant!
     
Mark also decides to take advantage of moment 
advertising. It is an easy way for him to reach a big 
audience and to get some interaction with them. He 
makes a schedule to post on the upcoming events for 
the coming year. On Valentine’s day for example, he 
shares this picture (image 1) on all his social media 
accounts. Not only does 
this message make Mark’s 
Italian sound sympathetic, it 
also reminds people of the 
possibility to have dinner at 
the restaurant. A win-win 
situation!

im
age 1
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Trend 
watching: 

trends in 
social media 

advertisement 
and in 

digital social 
network users’ 

behaviour 

Example 1: not using your 
companies’ Twitter for 
advertising your products.

More and more brands are 
using their Twitter 
account daily, but not to 
directly advertise their 
products. Instead they try 
to improve the perception 
of the brand’s image by 
posting tweets about their 
work field, special events in 
their neighborhood, things 
that got people talking (for 
example “the dress”) and 
so on. This is a good way 
to stay top of mind with 
your prospects without 
bombarding them with 
advertisements, which can 
often work in a reversed 
way. People will start to see 

your brand as more than 
just a product line or 
service because you 
engage in relevant parts of 
their lives.

For example Innocent 
Drinks posts regularly, 

keeps up with the news 
and doesn’t even mention 
their products in a lot of 
their posts!

To see some examples, 
please click here, here, 
here, here, here and here.

https://twitter.com/innocent/status/779339201162641408
https://twitter.com/innocent/status/778943156373090304
https://twitter.com/innocent/status/778906089056239616
https://twitter.com/innocent/status/778131789646860288
https://twitter.com/innocent/status/778128667461423105
https://twitter.com/innocent/status/776026337773486081 
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Example 2: The uprise of Dark Social

Dark Social is about social sharing from sources that web analytics 
tools are not able to track, and therefore brands aren’t able to 
analyse. This causes marketers to have a hard time figuring out who 
their audiences are and how content, products or channels are 
performing because of the loss of data. Examples are Instagram, 
Snapchat, Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger, SMS and e-mail.

Marketers should try to adapt their tools to this consumer behavior. In 
Snapchat, you can use shortened links in your snaps. Users can take 
a screenshot of the shared Bitlink, paste it into their browser and fill 
in the codes they received trough Snapchat. This way your brand can 
check how many people used the Bitlink and codes, and thus how 
many people came from Snapchat and clicked through to the website 
(Chan, 2016).
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Find a social media monitoring tool which fits your needs.
       
Study your webpage and every social media platform you 
keep for your brand.

Study what trends are, what is it happening today.

Use all knowledge to stay in contact with your followers 
and try to attract new people from your target
audience.

Find a trustworthy influencer who appeals to your target 
audience.

Find the upcoming trend or moments that your target 
audience adores and take advantage from them. Use 
them for your moment advertising.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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3 CHAPTER 3. 
Psychology of networking.

Now that we have shown the basics of networking, 
communities and social media tools for you as a start-up, 
it is time to dive in a bit deeper. This chapter will tell you 
everything you need to know about the psychology of 
networking.
 
First we need to find out why people want to be part of a 
community. If we know the why, we can start influencing 
them. Which is useful for your start-up to connect with 
your target audience. 
 
Let’s explore the world of psychology behind (digital) 
social networking!
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Good old 
Maslow

As the famous pyramid of 
Maslow already made clear 
in 1943, people have 
certain needs in life. After 
the most basic needs such 
as food, a roof over your 
head and safety, comes the 
need to have social 
contact. 1943 is a long 
time ago, so some people 
came up with an updated 
version of Maslow’s 
pyramid:

The placement of Wi-Fi seems a bit exaggerated, but is not totally untrue. When we talk 
about the psychology of networking, we also talk about social media networks. It has 
become a big part of our lives. For you as a start-up, this is the part that is important. 
People do not only want to become part of an offline community, also online 
communities nowadays are very important. 2/3 of the world population is using social 
media! (Richards, R. 2016).

Not familiar with the 
pyramid of Maslow? 
Or just need to refresh your 
knowledge? 
Please watch this video!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ugp3hm2JIqM
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First 
things first

So why do we need to have social contact? This is all about the need 
to belong, also known as belongingness. It is the intrinsic motivation 
that we have to connect with others and also be socially accepted. If 
we don’t belong, it can even lead to depression or other mental illness 
(Baumeister,R. & Leary, M. 1995).
 
This need to belong somewhere can have a big influence on our 
behaviour. It can change our attitude, norms and values, etc. For 
example when you start working at a new job, you might dress 
differently to conform with the rest of your colleagues.
 
This connects with the social identity theory of Henri Tajfel (1979). 
‘’The social identity theory is a person’s sense of who they are based 
on their group membership.’’ (McCloud, S. 2008). The groups we are 
involved in, give us the feeling that we belong in the social world.
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The 
digital part

So now we know why 
people want to belong. 
The next question is: Why 
do we connect with online 
social networks? For this 
we implement the uses and 
gratifications theory. This 
theory attempts to explain 
the uses and functions of 
the media for individuals, 
groups, and society in 
general (Twente University, 
2010). 
 

According to Park, Kee and 
Valenzuela (2009) the uses 
and gratifications theory of 
social networks is based on 
the following points: 
1. Personal identity 
construction 
2. Information 
3. Entertainment 
4. Integration & Social 
interaction
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As you can see, we can 
link the first and the fourth 
point to the theories 
we’ve discussed earlier this 
chapter. Social media helps 
people to form their 
personal identity and helps 
them integrate in groups 
to have social interaction. 
Thanks to this type of social 
interaction, the social 
capital can be increased 
(the concept of social 
capital is explained in the 
second chapter of this 
e-book).

A critical 
note

As great as all the above sounds; belonging somewhere, increasing your social 
capital, be aware that there a also some downsides of social media. People are 
constantly making comparisons with their friends based on incomplete information. 
Users of social media barely show the negative parts of their lives. This concept is 
called selective self-presentation. Though this concept might seem quit logical, ‘profile 
envy’ can have a great influence on our self-esteem, just like we explained in the 
belongingness theory. Just something to be aware of! (Fox, J, 2013).  
 
Here you can watch an interesting video where Mitchell Moffit and Gregory Brown 
(2014) explain the ways social media is changing our brains. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HffWFd_6bJ0
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Become 
a master 

influencer
Now that we know what triggers people to be part of an 
(online) group or community, we will take a look at how 
you can use this information to influence your target 
audience. For your start-up, you want people to 
connect with you and be part of your new community. 
You have to create a ‘brand community’. This is a ‘
’specialized non-geographically bound community, based 
on a structured set of social relations among admirers of 
a brand. (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 
 

In order to start a successful online community, we have 
some tips for you from Robert Cialdini and Steve 
Martin (2001). Together they’ve come up with the ‘secrets 
from the science of persuasion’. These secrets are the 7 
principles of persuasion. The 7 principles are scientifical-
ly proven to be effective when you want to persuade or 
influence people. In your case, this will be useful to per-
suade people to become part of your new community! So 
let’s not keep you waiting any longer, here they are:

1. Reciprocity
2. Scarcity
3. Authority
4. Consistency
5. Liking
6. Consensus
7. Unity

But what exactly do 
these mean? 
We will explain each 
principle to help you out.
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1. Reciprocity 2. Scarcity
This principle is about 
giving and giving back. 
People are more likely to 
commit themselves to you 
when you give them 
something. This can be 
anything: Free tote bags 
when they buy something 
from you or free access to 
online articles. When you 
give them something, 
people feel more obliged 
to give something in return, 
their loyalty for example.

People like products or 
services that are unique 
and exclusive. Be smart 
and make your audience 
think that your business can 
offer this. There are a lot of 
easy tricks for this. Think 
about the ‘limited editions’ 
and ‘one time only’ 
campaigns.
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3. Authority 4. Consistency
It is important to show your 
audience that you know 
what you are doing. You 
don’t necessarily have to 
do this yourself, others can 
do this for you.

This principle is based on 
the fact that people like 
to look consistent in what 
they are doing. As a busi-
ness, you can stimulate 
your customers to back 
come to you, by making 
them commit. For example 
you can let them down-
load an app or send them 
a newsletter every week. 
They would feel like they 
are more committed to you 
and might use your service 
again.
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5. Liking 6. Consensus
People are more likely to 
buy something from some-
one they like. It is important 
to earn sympathy in order 
for people to use your 
service or buy your 
products. You can achieve 
this by using social media, 
but also by using another 
principle, for example 
reciprocity: Giving people 
free stuff will make you very 
likable.

Social proof is very 
important these days. 
Sites such as TripAdvisor 
are very popular. 
People trust other people. 
As a start-up it is important 
to find the right influencers 
to like your business. If they 
do, the rest is more likely to 
follow.
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7. Unity
This last principle is the 
latest addition to these 
secrets. It is about making 
people feel like they are 
part of a community. Let 
them feel useful and part of 
your business through co 
creation for example. 

If you want to hear this all 
again, with different exam-
ples to make it even more 
understandable, we advise 
you to watch this video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFdCzN7RYbw
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Go Nudge!
Another theory that you can use to influence people is nudging. The concept of nud-
ging is easy: Pushing people in the right direction to make them show desired beha-
vior, without taking away their freedom (Thaler en Sunstein, 2008). Click here for a fun 
example of nudging to make this clear. 

Then there is also reputation management. ‘’Reputation management is the practice of 
attempting to shape public perception of a person or organization by influencing online 
information about that entity’’ (TechTarget, 2016). It has a lot to do with the social media 
monitors we talked about in chapter 2. Your reputation influences the way people look 
at your business, use the monitor tools to find out what interests your target audience 
so you can influence them better! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbEKAwCoCKw
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Be influenced 
yourself

We have now talked about 
how you can influence your 
target audience to become 
part of your community.

Be aware of the fact that this 
community can also influence 
you! When you have built a 
community, you can influence 
each other. Make use of their 
knowledge and wishes. Use 
their opinions and networks. 
Ask them questions and look 
at statistics. This mutual 
influence can really help you 
see how to keep improving 
your contact with your 
community. You will 
understand them more, which 
can help you improve your 
communication and marketing 
strategy. Honestly, it’s all about 
reciprocity! 
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According to Park, Kee and Valenzuela, Mark’s social 
networks should include the following to make them 
interesting for possible consumers to connect with:

• Consumers can identify themselves with Mark’s Italian 
Restaurant for their own self status. People who go out for 
dinner at for example McDonalds are perceived 
differently than people who go to a three star Michelin 
restaurant. Mark’s customers like the way they are 
perceived by others when they go to his restaurant;

• They should provide enough relevant and interesting 
information. His followers should regularly learn something 
new about the restaurant, the brand, Italy and Italian food;

Example of information
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• They should not get boring. They have to stay 
entertaining with regular updates and the posts should not 
always be too serious, Mark can for example share some 
fun facts from time to time. He should also try to get his 
followers more involved, for examples by using polls so 
they can give their opinion and can really participate. 
Another example is the fun and interactive game Mark 
wants to make for his Facebook page;

• They should interact with followers. As we just 
suggested, Mark should try to get his followers involved 
by asking them questions, making polls so they can voice 
their opinions, and in general try to start a conversation. 
This way his followers will feel like they really are part of 
the brand.

Example of inte
raction
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Next we will apply the 7 principles of persuasion to 
Mark’s Italian restaurant. These principles will persuade 
people to become part of his online and offline brand 
community.

1. Reciprocity  
People tend to give back to others after receiving 
something first. Online, Mark can accomplish this by liking 
photos and posts of possible consumers. If they receive 
a like first, they will more easily give a like back to Mark’s 
page or one of his photos or posts. For them this will be 
a first introduction to Mark’s Italian Restaurant. Additionally, 
if they like something, their friends will see it too and will 
maybe check the page out as well. 
Offline, it could be a good idea for Mark to give his 
customers a few mints when bringing them their bill. This 
is proven to increase the tip they leave for the service.
 
2. Scarcity 
People tend to want things more if they know there aren’t 
a lot of them. For example, Mark can introduce a 
limited edition ingredient that his customers will be able 
to customize their pizzas with for a certain time only. This 

will presumably increase Mark’s sales in that time period. 
For example, he can import a seasonal vegetable directly 
from Italy that you normally can’t get your hands on.
 
3. Authority 
People will often follow the advice of credible 
knowledgeable experts. For example, it can make Mark 
more credible if he can speak Italian and he wears typical 
chef’s clothes. If he has a diploma from cooking school 
or a proof of expertise he gained in Italy, it’s a smart 
move for him to hang them on the wall and to display 
them in his restaurant. It would be nice to have an open 
kitchen in the restaurant, so that his customers can see 
him at work in the kitchen which provides more 
transparency.
 
If Mark has pictures or videos of him at work, in cooking 
school, in Italy gaining more expertise or in other relevant 
situations it will be beneficial for him to put them on his 
Facebook page. This way, people that stumble upon this 
page will know about Mark’s expertise even before 
visiting the restaurant which gives them more certainty 
about the quality of the food.
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4. Consistency 
In general people like to be consistent. If Mark advises his 
customers to download the app he made, they will feel 
more committed to his brand. This can make them come 
back to his restaurant more often.
 
5. Liking 
It can be smart for Mark to tell his customers “good 
choice!” when delivering the pizza they composed to the 
table. This indicates Mark has similar tastes and gives his 
customer a compliment. Mark can also make it his goal 
to spill as less food as possible. If he is open about this 
goal to his customers, people that have the same goal 
may prefer Mark’s Italian Restaurant to others.
 
6. Consensus 
People look for social proof. Mark can not only ask his 
customers for feedback, he can also kindly ask them to 
write a review on his Facebook page. If they leave good 
reviews, these will persuade others to try out Mark’s Italian 
Restaurant as well. If they are highly enthusiastic about a 
certain ingredient, others are likely to try out that 
specific ingredient as well. Mark can also ask respected 

food bloggers to come and try out his pizzas for free, so 
they will write a review of his restaurant in return. 
These reviews will be even more influential and credible 
for others, as food bloggers have more experience in the 
field than most other customers.
 
7. Unity  
Referring to family can persuade people. For example, 
Mark can make a Facebook post with a photo of his 
daughter eating her favorite pizza listing the ingredients 
and with the text “only the best for my little princess”. If 
he recommends it to his daughter, it must be good right? 
Unity is not only about family, but also about likeminded 
people with shared interests and the same background. 
For example, Mark can make a Facebook post including 
a picture of him eating a slice of pizza at an Italian food 
festival with the text “pizza lovers unite!”.
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Trends in 
psychology

Psychology is an old study, 
but still constantly renewing. 
We picked up a few weak 
signals that have a link with 
the discussed theory. 
 

Example 1: choosing your 
advertisement

Facebook recently came 
up with something new, 
you as user choose what 
kind of advertisment you 
are interested in. With just 
one click you can let them 
know if you like a certain 
advertisement. We can link 
this to the consistency 

priniciple of Cialdini. 
People are more likely to 
click on the advertisments 
they choose for, because 
they feel more commited 
and involved.
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Example 2: influencing people’s behavior a.k.a. “nudging”

Scientists released some interesting results of a recent 
study; ‘Sweet’ road signs make people drive slower than 
the good old road signs. They did a test where they 
asked 1000 people if it would make a difference if the 
road sign would be similar to image 2. The average 
speed went down by a few kilometer per hour. 
(Dick Bruna, 2016)

A smart way of influencing 
drivers. Safety ambassador 
and alderman Bram Meijer 
already said ‘it would be 
stupid not to use this infor-
mation (AD, 2016). This is 
is a good example of the 
nudging theory we explain-
ed earlier this chapter. So 
who knows, maybe in a 
few years all the road signs 
will look like this and the 
use of nudging in traffic will 
become a new standard.
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People want to be part of (online) groups or communities 
because they have a need to belong.  

Social media has its downsides: sometimes people have 
profile envy because it seems other people’s lives are 
perfect, which can cause a lower self-esteem.

You can use the 7 principles of persuasion to persuade 
people to become part of your start-up’s community: 
reciprocity, scarcity, authority, consistency, liking, 
consensus and unity.

There is a new trend called nudging. The concept of 
nudging is to push people in the right direction to make 
them show desired behavior, without taking away their 
freedom.

When starting a community to influence your target 
audience, be aware that this community can also 
influence you.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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4 CHAPTER 4. 
Stakeholder engagement & 
influencer marketing.

Stakeholders 
& Influencers

It is time to talk about 
stakeholders and how you, 
as a start-up, can 
engage with them. In this 
fourth chapter we will tell 
you everything you need 
to know about this subject. 

We will also discuss the up 
rise of influencer 
marketing and what this 
can do for your business. 
Now, no more small talk, 
let’s get into the theory!
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Finding 
stakeholders 

Stakeholders are those individuals or groups who can 
affect or can be affected by an organization, strategy or 
project (Bryson, 2004). Stakeholders can help your 
business get better and rise, so it is important to know 
who they are and where to find them. 

Ron Mitchell (1997) divided the stakeholders into 3 
categories: 

* The primary stakeholders: These stakeholders are 
ultimately affected (positively or negatively) by an 
organization. Here we are talking about managers, 
employees and investors.

* The secondary stakeholders: These are the 
intermediators, the persons or organization who are 
indirectly affected by an organization. Here we are talking 
about customers, media, suppliers, but also competitors. 

* The key stakeholders: These can also belong to the 
first two groups, but the difference is that they have 
significant influence or importance within the organization. 

With these categories you can define who your key 
stakeholders are, in other words, you perform a 
stakeholder analysis. As a business owner or manager, 
you should decide which stakeholder is important for you, 
and who isn’t.
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When you finished your analysis, you can start targeting 
them. When you do this, you can use their opinions to 
adjust your product or service. The stakeholders will be 
likely to help you influence other people to use and like 
what you are offering them. (Mitchell, R. 1997). This is the 
reason why especially start-ups need to target their 
stakeholders.

A great 
example 

When you know who your stakeholders are, you should 
try to get them engaged. We recommend you to watch 
this video about what stakeholder engagement really is! 

If we talk about stakeholder engagement, Coca-Cola is a 
great example. On their website they are very open about 
how they do this. For you, as a start-up, this might seem 
like to much work, but is a good example on why it can 
benefit your business. Check this page to get inspired!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHGTsEwbOJY
http://www.coca-colacompany.com/stories/sustainability/2015/stakeholder-engagement#how-we-engage-with-stakeholders
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What about
working with bloggers?

As a brand you can communicate to your target audience 
through relevant bloggers, whose following (partly) 
overlaps with your target audience. In general, bloggers 
have a high credibility and trustworthiness as they are 
independent and they are just normal people giving their 
opinion about certain experiences, brands and products. 
People have the tendency to trust (electronic) word of 
mouth marketing generated by peers, in this case 
bloggers, more than they do regular commercial 
advertising. This also explains the increasing importance 
of good reviews about your brand, product or service on 
the internet. If regular people say positive things about 
your brand, potential consumers will believe them and 
trust your brand more.
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Already in 1944, Katz and 
Lazarsfeld performed a 
study called The People’s 
Choice to determine the 
process of decision 
making during the 
Presidential elections. 
To their surprise they 
learned that informal, 
personal contacts 
scored higher than 
exposure to radio or 
newspapers as sources of 
influence on people’s 
voting behaviour. By this 
conclusion they 
developed the two-step 
theory of mass 
communication (1955) 
which has improved our 
understanding of how the 
mass media influence 
decision making.

In this two-step theory they 
claim that information from 
the media moves in two 
stages. Individual opinion 
leaders pay close attenti-
on to mass media and its 
messages to get informa-
tion. Then these opinion 
leaders pass on the actual 
media content and their 
own interpretations of it. 
Opinion leaders are able to 
get people to change their 
attitudes and behaviours 
and are quite similar to the 
people they influence. The 
term “personal influence” 
refers to the process inter-
vening between the media’s 
direct message and the 
audience’s ultimate reaction 
to that message. (University 
of Twente)

This image shows the way the two-step theory 
works. (Mediatexthack)



As said before, if you want to work with bloggers they 
should be relevant to your brand, but there are more 
criteria. The blogger should also use a tone of voice 
suitable to your brand and he/she should have qualitative 
and honest content, a certain number of followers, 
popularity and reliability.
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The two-step flow theory can be linked to the in 
chapter 2 discussed ‘need to belong’. People feel the 
intrinsic need to belong with others, making the same 
choice in for examples a certain brand can help them 
belong to a certain group of people. In the two-step flow 
theory individuals follow someone’s lead because they 
like or admire them, they want to belong to their world. 
(Baumeister,R. & Leary, M. 1995). 

Based on the two-step flow theory, Uzunoglu and Kip 
performed a research in 2014 on how to leverage 
blogger engagement related to brand communication. 
They claimed brand communication is more powerful 
when interpersonal, effecting attitudes of individual, instead 
of through mass media. Bloggers are now seen as 
online opinion leaders, and their growing power to 
influence their network has created a new 
communication venue for brands. Communication with 
bloggers has become a rather important strategy for 
brands to increase their influence among online 
communities.
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Why collaborate with 
a social media influencer?

Influencer marketing has become very popular over the 
last years. Since the up rise of social media, many 
potential consumers look up reviews placed by fellow 
consumers before purchasing the products or services 
they have their eyes set on. So even when they get 
pulled in by the companies advertising, their decision 
making often depends on the opinions of their friends 
and their favourite personalities. In the past, McKinsey 
already confirmed this in his brand consideration studies. 
There the research company talks about how only 25% 
of decision making is defined by marketing activities, and 
the other 75% is defined by peers and previous 
experiences. (Court, Elzinga, Mulder, & Vetvik, 2009)
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These personalities, also called influencers, are often 
people with massive followers on YouTube, Instagram, 
Snapchat, Pinterest, and other platforms. However, online 
presence does not equal influence. Social media influen-
cers are people we look up to, we can trust and relate to. 
They care about their content and their followers, and use 
their social media to directly connect with their following. 
This can be interesting for brands whose target audience 
largely overlaps a certain influencers following. By creating 
branded content with that influencer, the brand can 
amplify its message while seducing their target audience.

Working together with social media influencers can have 
even more advantages for your brand. An influencer 
marketing campaign helps your SEO, it’s targetable and 
trackable, and it is way more powerful and social than the 
paid advertisements most consumers are tired of. Also, 
it is native advertising. According to advertising agen-
cy MDG Advertising, a compelling 70% of internet users 
would rather learn about a product through content than 
through traditional advertising. Another study by Dedicated 
Media (2013) found that purchase intent is 53% higher 
for native ads.
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If you want to know more about what influencer 
marketing is exactly, we advise you to watch this video. If 
you already have enough background knowledge about 
what influencer marketing is but you still want some more 
tips on how to successfully make use of this strategy, we 
advise you to watch this video containing some do’s and 
don’ts. 

Note: In chapter 2 we explained everything about finding 
the right influencer for your business.

Should we try to 
reach out to everyone?

Reaching out to everyone may seem tempting, but it 
might not be the best way to reach your target audience. 
In his book “Social Media & The Three Per Cent Rule”, 
Richard Stacy tries to explain us how to succeed by not 
talking to 97% of your audience. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amZ7KDWLkiU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6N27uyiSto
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Stacy talks about the so called battle of two worlds. On 
the one hand he talks about the classic mass media, 
designed to reach as many people as possible. With this 
medium of contribution, content is pushed out to the 
audience. It is a one way conversation. On the other hand 
he talks about the more modern medium of connection, 
where everything is about engaging individuals. In this 
scenario, not only is information spread, the brand also 
wants to get information back from its stakeholders. The 
brand is open for feedback, and will handle complains 
and questions. It is a two way conversation. 

But then who are these three percent Richard Stacy is 
talking about? Well, these three percent can be divided 
into two groups: the superfans and the gang of ten. 

The superfans are a small but fixed group, not to be 
confused with brand ambassadors or brand evangelists. 
Superfans are often geeks and want to remain anony-
mous, they create themselves. They really want to help 
your brand do better business.

The gang of ten is also small but it is not a fixed group, 
these are the persons that are critical to your business at 
this exact moment. They can be critical to your business 
in various ways: some will say nice things about your 
business while others will complain about it, some will 
have questions for your business they want to be 
answered while others just want to give feedback to make 
your business better. 

The key element here is behaviour. Brands and 
businesses should realize that social media do not hold a 
“channel and message problem”, it is more about a 
“behaviour and response problem”. Brands and 
businesses should really try to engage with their three 
percent so both parties can get the most out of the 
situation. By properly listening to your so called gang of 
ten, your brand can gain a reputation as a listening brand 
by word of mouth. Your brand should try to create 
individual contacts by listening to your stakeholders. (Sta-
cy, 2013)
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Because Leonie’s channel is all about food, he makes 
use of native advertisement. Her followers won’t feel weird 
about her promoting Mark’s restaurant, because it fits in 
her street. Also they are likely to trust her because food is 
her field of expertise. 

What will the collaboration look like?
Leonie will post once every two weeks about Mark’s 
Italian. This can be about the dinner she had their, but 
Mark and Leonie are also planning to do more fun posts, 
like videos of new recipes they made together. Every 
month Leonie also post a win action on her Instagram 
and Facebook channel. Her followers can win a free meal 
for two persons at Mark’s Italian restaurant. 

What’s in it for Leonie?
Leonie receives money for each post she makes. Besides 
that, she also gets the opportunity to work with great 
Italian chefs of course! 
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Innovative 
ways of 

connecting 
with your 

stakeholders

Example 1: The humans of any brand

The trend, which has been growing in past years, is called The Humans of XY city. It is 
a website on Facebook with an authentic content. Every post contains a picture of an 
individual who lives in that location and his/her interesting life story or any comment 
that this person has during the photoshooting. Some universities have already created 
their own pages with the similar name or somehow modified one. Some of them have 
included this trend into their official Facebook pages. It is a matter of time when big 
brands will take over this trend and create a webpage People of brand name 
where they will introduce their employees and their jobs. The stakeholders will be 
invited to follow this page and learn about the company as human friendly with personal 
approach. 

Find some examples here, here and here. University examples can be found here, here 
(modified name: Exceeding Expectations at RUAS) and here (included in the official 
Facebook page).

https://www.facebook.com/peopleofnewyorkofficial/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/praguehumans/?fref=ts 
https://www.facebook.com/humans.of.fss/?ref=br_rs 
https://www.facebook.com/humansofwarwickuni/?ref=br_rs 
https://www.facebook.com/Exceeding-Expectations-at-RUAS-221558241510941/ 
https://www.facebook.com/ErasmusUniversity/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE&fref=nf
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Example 2: Live on Facebook since 2016, it is time to 
use it! 

The live streaming videos are a new opportunity for 
brands to share their content with their stakeholders and 
maintain communication and gain awareness. Sharing a 
live video was possible on Snapchat and Twitter 
before, however, this new Facebook´s feature allows 
sharing brand´s content with higher amount of people due 
to its biggest user base. There is a chance to share live 
steaming video from brand´s events which might match 
with the interests of your stakeholders. The video content 
should be interesting and known ahead otherwise 
nobody is going to watch it. If the video is shared publicly 
then people can find it on livemap. Livemap is world map 
where users can become a viewer of any publicly shared 
video on Facebook. For more information, read 
Facebook tips.

https://www.facebook.com/livemap/#@50.0923932109388,4.581298828125,5z
https://live.fb.com/tips/
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Start-ups can use stakeholder engagement to help the 
business rise. 

Working with relevant bloggers is an effective way of 
communicating with the target audience.

The two step flow theory is still relevant and helps your 
reach your target audience.

Collaboration with influencers is relatively cheap and easy.

It is not necessary to reach out to everyone (Three per 
cent rule).

The gang of ten can help you improve your business: 
invest in them!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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5 CHAPTER 5. 
The art of listening.

Listening to your customers seems like a simple and obvious thing to do, yet a lot of 
companies struggle with it in practice. A lot of companies are still so focused on 
sending information, they simply forget to listen. Social media are great platforms to 
create a conversation with, but often get used just as a platform to push messages into 
the world and nothing more. Don’t let this be the case for your start-up!

Within the art of listening, we are talking about listening as a skill. According to the 
Whose job is it to listen? Oxford dictionary, a skill at doing a specified thing is some-
thing typically acquired through practice. (Oxford University Press, 2016) This means 
that even if your start-up is not the best at listening right now, it is no disaster: if your 
company really wants to, it can still become a really good listener through practice. 
Everyone can train themselves to become a better listener and to become more emp-
hatic.
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Whose job is 
it to listen?

Because of social media, it 
has become very easy for 
customers to share their 
thoughts about a company. 
Frustrations and 
complaints but also advice 
or ideas for your company 
can be put online in no-
time. When this happens, it 
is important for companies 
to listen to their customers, 
and it is important for their 
customers to feel that their 
voice really matters. There 
is nothing more frustrating 
than not being listened too 

or not being understood. 

This is where the social 
media manager comes in 
again. Remember how we 
talked about him in the first 
chapter of this e-book? 
He is the person that will 
monitor your social media 
accounts, manage brand 
recognition and 
reputation, and so on. 
He will be responding to 
customers, and therefore 
needs to be a good 
listener. Of course the 
social media manager 
cannot do everything on 
his own, everyone in your 
company should learn how 
to be a good listener and 
to be empathic.

Another person that may 
come in handy in your 
company is a 
conversation manager. 
In his book “De 
Conversation Manager”, 
Steven van Belleghem 
talks about how advertisers 
should be retrained into 
conversation managers. He 
states that listening to and 
conversing with consumers 
is essential in successfully 
working with today’s 
consumer, and how it is a 
talent that every 
conversation manager 
needs.

Conversation managers 
manage conversations both 
online and offline. They are 
aware of the topics people 

are talking about, and 
offer valuable content 
based on that information. 
They try to help customers, 
provide information and 
increase engagement from 
the brand’s audience. By 
involving the brand’s 
audience in what the 
company is doing, the 
audience wil get more 
committed to the brand. 
When customers can 
identify themselves with the 
company, this will create 
interaction and an 
emotional bond between 
the brand and its 
customers. (Van Bellegem, 
2013)
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Why listen?
It is very important to listen what people are telling you and to grab the right information 
from those conversations. If you want to know something about people, the easiest way 
is to just ask them, preferably in person. Your company should not be afraid to invest 
time and money into asking people’s motivations on why they behave in a certain way, 
because it will pay off. With the help of the information you will gather, you can create a 
conversation that is relevant to your stakeholders. (Retra, 2016)

Listening can improve the quality of your start-up’s relationship with its customers, they 
will be more likely to listen to you in return. It makes your start-up work efficiently and 
fast. It can build or enlarge your brand’s community. It can increase sales. It can create 
more brand awareness, and it can improve your brand’s overall reputation.

To learn more about the power of listening to yourself and to others, please watch this 
eye-opening video on the subject in which William Ury talks about it at the 
TEDxSanDiego event. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saXfavo1OQo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saXfavo1OQo
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Why listen?
Of course companies and start-ups should not only 
listen to their customers, all stakeholders have the need 
to be heard. Therefore it is important not to forget about 
listening to your start-up’s employees, management, 
investors, suppliers, partners, your company itself, society 
in general and so on.

In his book “Ongehoord!”, Rick Siere talks about 
different levels of listening. He explains that it is important 
to know what is going on inside your company, and that 
you should be aware of what your employees are talking 
about. A good reputation starts with happy employees, so 
it is important not to ignore their thoughts and feelings.

You can also ask your customers for input to improve 
your start-up. This can be achieved by realtime 
messaging, researching customer insights, having 
empathic conversations with your customers or co-
creation. And of course, do not forget to listen to your 
stakeholders and society in general! You can use media- 
and issue analysis and/or the reputation quotient to 
obtain more information.

No matter if we are speaking about employees, 
customers, stakeholders or society: feedback is key. You 
should always listen to the feedback you get, take it into 
account and work with it. (Siere, 2014)
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What does 
listening 
actually 

mean?
The International Listening 
Association describes 
listening as “a process of 
receiving, constructing 
meaning from and 
responding to spoken and/
or non-verbal messages.” 
(Morreale, Spitzberg, & 
Barge, 2007) From this 
definition we are able to 
conclude that 
understanding is an 
important part of listening.

This is where many 
companies and people in 
general go wrong. As 
Stephen R. Covey already 
wrote in 1989 the problem 
is that most people 
listen with the intent to 
reply, rather than to 
understand. (Covey, 1989) 
This form of listening is too 
superficial to make a 
difference for your 
company or start-up. Your 
customers should really 
feel like you are listening to 
them. Besides monitoring 
to see what happens, you 
should be active. 
Companies and you as a 
start-up should try to ask 
questions in order to 
understand your customers.
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That being said, Rick Siere distinguishes five types of 
listening in his book “Ongehoord!”. Here is a short 
overview:

1. Non-listening
This one is quite obvious, in this case the company just is 
not listening to its customers at all. It seems like the 
company does not care about the opinions of its 
stakeholders. Although a little exaggerated, we mean 
something in the lines of this. 

2. Downloading
In this case the company is only looking for information 
that confirms what is already known. Sometimes this is 
also called “passive listening”. It often is about winning or 
losing arguments. This can be positive in the short run, 
but it will not build a constructive or sustainable 
relationship with your customers. 

3. Informative listening
Here the company actively looks for new information. In 
informative listening it is important to listen for objective 
information. The focus is on getting information that differs 

from what you as a company already know.

4. Empathic listening
This form of listening might be the ultimate goal to 
achieve for companies and for you as a start-up. In this 
case the company is really trying to understand what the 
customer or stakeholder is saying by engaging with them, 
without judging their actions or feelings. You want to 
actually help them. You are responding to how the other 
person thinks and feels about something. It goes way 
deeper than just sending your message, and your 
conversation partner can really feel this engagement.

Empathic listening can help to solve all kinds of problems. 
To learn more about the power of empathy, we recom-
mend that you watch this video where Helen Riess talks 
about the topic at the TEDxMiddlebury event. 

5. Generative listening
With generative listening, the persons involved are con-
necting at a deeper level. You receive such important 
information that you might completely change your mind 
and behaviour. You feel liberated by it. (Siere, 2014)

http://giphy.com/gifs/dumb-and-dumber-cover-ears-2dcW1Dlu2sZnW/fullscreen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baHrcC8B4WM
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What 
(not) to do.

In 2012, McKinsey Quarterly talked about six types of bad listeners: the Opinionater, 
the Grouch, the Preambler, the Perseverator, the Answer Man and the Pretender. In the 
image below, you can discover their typical behavior. (McKinsey Quarterly, 2012)
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By taking a closer look at the behavior of these bad listeners, 
we came up with some tips to improve your listening skills:

• Try not to be defensive. Be open to listen to the ideas and opinions of others, 
even if you do not necessarily agree with them from the start. Challenge your own 
views and opinions.
• Do not judge and handle your conversation partners with respect, 
they will be much more likely to be honest with you.
• If you have questions, try to keep it short and simple. 
People tend to get demotivated when things take too much time.
• Try to avoid irrelevant talking and stay focused on the matter.
• Do not rush things and do valuable research before coming up with possible 
solutions.
• Be genuine. If you are not interested in the topic, don’t fake it. 
You will understand what we mean by taking a look at this funny fragment. 
• Be sure not to talk too much. Listen with the intention to understand and help your 
conversation partner, not to just say what you want to say. You really need to want to 
listen to what they are telling you.

Also, we recommend you to watch this video we made about listening to your 
stakeholders in terms of privacy. Never abuse big data to benefit your business: your 
customers will find out and feel deceived, and be angry at your business. In the long 
run, it is much better to be open about their privacy and the data you have from them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkSwXL3cGUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnaP9m_B9HE&t=2s
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To be more emphatic he tries to reflect their emotions. When the customer wasn´t 
happy about the service, Mark´s answer is sad as well because he wants to provide an 
excellent service. On the other hand, happy comments of satisfaction make Mark happy 
too. However, Mark believes he can do more to achieve the level of empathic listening. 
First step was to realize that listening means listening to all stakeholders. In his case 
those are customers, his employees and suppliers. 

He started with a goal to increase the listening to his employees. His staff is really small 
therefore anonymous questionnaires are not applicable tool. He decided to ask his 
employees and they agreed on the monthly breakfast meetings where would be not 
only the business questions discussed. Mark’s goal is to create a friendly and pleasant 
atmosphere at the meetings to reassure his staff that they are in a safe space which is 
open to the constructive criticism, any idea and comment. Every half a year, Mark meets 
with each employee separately in case they would like to discuss something in 
private. Mark believes that these steps can help to find new solutions for their, as he 
likes to emphasize, business. 

The number of suppliers is even smaller than the number of employees. Nevertheless 
he sends them a thank you note every half a year with request for their comments, 
complaints and ideas for their cooperation. And because the good relationships are 
important he invites them every year for a dinner where can be all discussed face to 
face. 
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How to understand the customers more? Asking about satisfaction with a meal is a 
common practice and reacting on Facebook comments now as well. To do more Mark 
decided to create a short questionnaire. The questionnaire will be given to an adult 
guest, after he or she already paid for the meal, with a cookie, a pencil and a thank 
you note. The completed questionnaires are supposed to be thrown into a box next to 
the exit door. Mark believes that good listening needs also some sort of reaction which 
says that you received and understood the information. Therefore Mark summarizes all 
the feedbacks, chooses the most valuable points and publishes them on restaurant’s 
Facebook page with a gratitude and with a message how these points will be used to 
improve a customer experience. 

The information about a publication of the summary and the restaurant’s reaction is 
written on the thank you note. Thus the guests can see their answers were used, so 
that it was worth the effort. In case the customers want to participate on evaluation but 
they have to leave quickly, they can download the questionnaire on Mark’s Italian 
restaurant’s Facebook page. Everyone has a chance to share his or her customer 
experience.
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Trends
Example 1: Self-service customer care

Yes, customers want to help themselves! Recent studies 
showed that customers prefer self-service over contacting 
someone to fix the problem for them. 91% (!!) say they 
are willing to use a knowledge base if met their needs 
(Zendesk, 2016). The self-service is useful for when a 
product doesn’t work the way it should. This of course 
is a great opportunity for businesses, as self-service is a 
very effective and low-cost option. For you as a business, 
it is important to provide this service in the best possi-
ble way. Make sure that you have a clear platform, where 
customers can easily find what they look for. It is also a 
great idea to build in a platform where your customers 
can help each other.
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“Customers are ready and eager for self-service, but they 
are also making clear this method must be effortlessly 
and perform seamlessly. To stay competitive, brands must 
optimize their search capabilities and invest in a 
self-service platform’’ (Zendesk, 2016).

For start-ups this an ideal customer service. You will have 
to invest first in creating a good platform, after that you 
will save money and time when customers use it. 

Example 2: Omnichannel – Here to stay

Omnichannel simply means serving the customers 
through multiple channels. for example when you own 
a clothing company, you need to make sure that you 
use all kind of channels: a physical store, an app, a live 
chat service for customer care, a website, etc. all these 
channels should be very well linked together, so the user 
won’t find any discomfort in using more than one of them. 

The customer doesn’t see the channel, they just see the 
company behind it. You should listen to modern needs of 
the customers, that make their lives a bit easier. 
Smartphones, smartwatches and all the new technologies 
help you as a company to reach your audience through 
your channels. They form the bridge between the 
online and offline world. More channels mean more way 
to communicate and listen to you customers. (Yellowlab, 
2015)

What is the difference between cross channel and omni-
channel? Omnichannel differs from cross channel 
because when a company or business works with 
omnichannel, the customer gets the same feeling, price 
and information through every channel.  Cross channel is 
just using the different channels. 

The evolution of the channels:
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Listening is a skill that can be learned or improved by 
practice.
All your stakeholders should feel like their voice really 
matters, at all times.
Even though all your employees should be able to listen 
and be emphatic, you can hire a social
media manager and/or a conversation manager to help 
you listen to your stakeholders.
If you want to know something about your stakeholders, 
the easiest way is to just ask them,
preferably in person.
Besides listening to your customers, do not forget about 
other stakeholders like your employees,
management, investors, suppliers, partners, your company 
itself, society in general and so on.
There are 5 types of listening according to Rick Siere, 
and the best type to strive for for a
company is empathic listening.
There are many tips to become a better listener, for 
example be genuine and focused, try not to
be defensive or talk too much yourself, keep the 
conversation short and simple and handle your 
conversation partners with respect.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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6 CHAPTER 6. 
Creating spreadability & going viral.

In the previous chapters 
you have learned about 
creating a community, the 
social media monitoring 
and an influence measure-
ment, the psychology that 
stands behind networking, 
an engagement and an 
influencer marketing, an art 
of listening to your stake-
holders. Now it is time to 
use all this gained 
knowledge and spread 
your start-up´s message 
among your target 
audience. 
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Your message 
as a virus 

All brands aim to get the 
highest possible awareness 
among their target audien-
ce. And the way to achieve 
that is through a message 
which will spread up as 
a virus.  To find the most 
efficient way of creating 
the most likely spreadable 
content is not an easy task 
but with help from experts 
the odds  for you and your 
start-up are higher. 

Going viral 
“Going viral” is a term that 
you might have heard in 
context of making media 
visible. And that is right!  
Going viral is a process 
of Internet sharing, mostly 
through social media, video 
sharing websites, as You-
tube and Vimeo, and email. 
Viral media is any type of 
media which become po-
pular and spreads briskly 
due to individual sharing. 
Typically, the content is 
user generated amateur 
video’’ (Jiang, et al. 2016).

Examples of viral videos are  Remix: Sweet Brown - Ain't 
Nobody Got Time for That and Parody: Gandalf style.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFEoMO0pc7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFEoMO0pc7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M660rjNCH0A
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Now you can ask how is it 
applicable for my brand? 
Easy, some brands´ ads 
can also become viral. 
Nevertheless the brands 
can gain awareness also 
by their viral parodies or by 
retelling their ad´s 
message. If your message 
is not changed and it is 
visible that this is the 
message of your brand, 
then also this viral media 
content can be a handy 
tool to make your brand 
known and visible. And a 
good parody means you 
created a great viral 
medium content (Nudd, 
2014). 

Here are some examples of  
brands´ viral videos: Dove´s 
video “Real Beauty 
Sketches“ with more than 
114 million total views 
(Stampler, 2013) Click here 
to learn how the creators 
achieved such 
popularity. 

John Lewis with 137 
million views in its first 
week. (Bhattacharyya, 
2016) 

Here’s an example of brand 
viral video by parody. 
Here’s a parody of the 
brand´s viral video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaOjMXyJGk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaOjMXyJGk 
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-doves-real-beauty-sketches-became-the-most-viral-ad-video-of-all-time-2013-5?international=true&r=US&IR=T 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr6lr_VRsEo
http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/cringey-cute-clothing-ad-strangers-kissing-has-7-million-views-one-day-156249
http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/and-heres-first-branded-parody-super-viral-first-kiss-ad-156251
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How to go 
viral?

Whether the media content 
becomes viral is unpre-
dictable. “(...) the face of 
content marketing is fluid 
and social media algorithms 
are in flux.”(Nguyen, 2015).  
There is no way how to say 
whether the media content 
will be successful. Never-
theless, there are at least 
few measurable aspects 
which may help your start-
up to find out whether the 
media content has at least 
a chance to become viral.

Fulfilment of 7 points below 
makes a higher chance to 
get into the viral flow! 
In case you are trying to 
publish any media content 
which aims to become viral, 
check these 7 points 
below (Nguyen, 2015). 
Your media content should 
fulfil each of them to have a 
chance to succeed. 

1. Evoke high-arousal 
emotions

The content which evokes 
emotions like awe, excite-
ment or amusement, even 
anger is more likely to be 
shared than the content 
which evokes sadness or 
contentment. Thus, people 
share the content that 
evokes a passionate 
emotional response. The 
content has a high chance 
to be shared in case that 
the people engage with its 
message (regardless its 
positive or negative 
version). Give your viewers 
clear and understandable 
statements, then the viewers 
have a chance to take a 
side and share the messa-
ge which might resonates. 
It is handy to use stories, 
metaphors or adjectives.

2. Practical

Useful, educational, and 
practical content is more 
likely to be shared from 
altruistic and self-
development reasons, due 
to the social exchange and 
reciprocity.

3. Readable
Make your content easy to 
read. That does not mean 
simplify the content, it
means to make your 
message understandable 
for broad audience (within 
your target audience). Your 
message should aim for 
comprehension level of a 
ninth-grader. Try readability 
test of your ideas with kids.
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4. Powerful title and 
introduction

If a title is not interesting, no 
one will watch the content. 
Use powerful words that 
evokes emotional trigger 
and increases the attention 
of a reader. Here is a list 
of 317 powerful words you 
can use.  

5. Be trustworthy 

The credibility is important 
during the decision making. 
You can quote experts but 
personal stories are more 
understandable and they 
create a connection with 
viewers. Of course more 
sources mean more 
credible content. 

6. Visually appealing 
medium

Use less text and more 
visuals, these videos are 
most likely to be 
shared. Do not forget about 
graphics as typography and 
layout. Highlight the impor-
tant points and write the 
introduction in larger font.

7. Publish in 
the peak time

Promote your media on 
time, when it is accessible 
to your target audience. 
According to Buzzsumo’s 
research, the best days are 
Monday and Tuesday and 
repeat it during the 
weekends.

http://boostblogtraffic.com/power-words/
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So now you actually know how to “go viral” but there are 
people who oppose this term and propose “spreadability 
of media” as a better term for the content which it exactly 
describes. The author of this term is Henry Jenkins. 

Viral does 
not equal 

spreadability  
According to Henry 
Jenkins´s theory, viral is 
an old and invalid term for 
media content which is like 
that labelled. Viral 
means involuntary and 
passive receiving of 
something consumers do 
not want to have, as the 
term implies, viruses. But 
that does not describe the 
current content of that term. 
Therefore Jenkins offers the 
term Spreadability. The 
media content is not viral 
but spreadable. 

Spreadable means that it is 
voluntary decision to share, 
to create and spread some 
sort of cultural value for the 
consumers and senders 
(Usher, 2010). 

Click here to see an 
explanation of spreadable 
media content right from 
the author. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCKoLB1kUsY 
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Two distinctions of the 
spreadable media 

Spreadable media can be sorted in two different groups 
based on a system how the media content is spread. The 
first is distribution, which describes the “top-down spread 
of media content as captured in the broadcast paradigm” 
(Usher, 2010). And the second is the circulation which 
means “a hybrid system where content spreads as a re-
sult of a series of informal transactions between 
commercial and non-commercial participants” (Usher, 
2010). Thus, people actually actively create something on 
their own, based on the original media content. 

The spread of 
the media content 

Almost all of us live in a connected society through the 
Internet networks, we all are able to spread ours or others 
stories from home. The media content is spread better 
through the social networks because that is the place 
where people share their own pictures, feelings and sto-
ries and therefore they feel more engage with the media 
content which appears there. As every material, also this 
spreadable content is more likely to be spread thanks 
to the influencers (trust agents) (Usher, 2010) and then 
within strong ties of social network.  
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Production of spreadable 
media content 

The production of the spreadable media is a movement 
between two players: the commercials (the producers), 
the non-commercials (the users, the consumers). Your 
start-up, as a most likely first producer, aims of course for 
the economic values. On the other hand, the 
consumers think about sentimental values of the media 
content. They do not want to promote anything which is 
not worth to share with their friends and other 
people. Your start-up needs to create media content 
which is worth spreading. The producer needs to actively 
encourage the consumers to share their material and 
raise awareness of it in the way that the consumers get 
the feeling of participation (Usher, 2010).

Spreadability versus 
stickiness of media 

Spreadability is an opposite of stickiness. Stickiness 
targets to attract and hold attention, spreadability aims to 
motivate people to spread the message (Jabar, 2011). 
More about the difference you can learn in the table 
below. You, as a start-up, aim for stickiness because you 
want to increase the number of fans and followers on 
your webpage. However, you can also aim higher and try 
to spread your brand message among the target 
audience and let the message live its own life. 
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Learn more about the difference between stickiness and 
spreadability with the Harry Potter example. 

IF IT DOESN´T SPREAD, IT´S DEAD! How to make media content 
spreadable? 

If you want to try to create potentially spreadable media 
content for your start-up, you should focus on three main 
factors within your work. 

1. The content of your media

Within the content you need to control the quality of the 
media, the emotional appeal and the length (of a video 
or text) among other characteristics because they affect 
how the message is received. The key spreadable media 
is a video today (Joan, 2014). The content which stimu-
lates the public to spread it are: shared fantasies, humour, 
parody and references, unfinished narratives, mysteries, 
controversies (Click, 2013).

https://ktgreeno.wordpress.com/2012/11/23/spreadable-vs-sticky-harry-potter-version/
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The content of your start-up´s spreadable media 
should be: 
* Available: People need to have a chance to watch it in 
their spare time.
* Movable: The content must be understandable.
* Reusable: The content must be easily reused (to have 
a chance to repeat it). 
* Relevance: The content should be relevant to multiple 
audiences (Click, 2013).

2. The network

The networks should be chosen according to the tar-
get audience of your start-up and the media content. For 
spreading a video, it is good to use Youtube which is a 
network made for video circulation. Sandoval-Alamanzan 
and Rodrigo highlighted that Youtube is circular in natu-
ral because it shows each user suggested video content 
(Joan, 2014).

3. The distribution

There are two types of distribution: push and pull. “Pull 

distribution relies on keywords and tagging for how to 
best bring content to the audience. For example, search 
engines like Google and Bing are ways audience mem-
bers find content themselves. Push distribution relies on 
social and traditional media to push out content, brining 
content directly to audience members.” (Joan, 2014).
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Ready? 
Then how to measure 

successfulness 
of a video spread? 

Sorry, this is a question nobody can actually answer with 
certainty. Success of spreadable media content cannot be 
measured by the number of views or likes. Real 
engagement of the viewers goes deeper because there 
belong also their own user generated content. However, 
it is still useful to look at the numbers of the clicks on the 
organization’s website after watching the media content, 
whether the viewer give a like, share it or in some cases 
take a certain action (donation) (Joan, 2014). The exact 
number of remakes or parodies is sadly not possible to 
uncover. 
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The strategies of spreadable 
content creation 

In this part we focus on four strategies which you can use 
to spread a message about your start-up to the world. 

Word of mouth marketing alias WOMM
WOMM aims to get your ad as a topic of people´s talks 
(Media Guru, m.d.). It spreads by chitchat between friends 
and peers. Your ad can become a popular topic thanks 
to the opinion leaders or influencers on social media 
(Whitler, 2014). And who are they for your start-up? Go 
back to the chapter 2 Social media monitoring and find it 
out! 

Buzz marketing
Buzz marketing is a part of WOMM and it is very used 
term in viral marketing (Media Guru, m.d.). It aims to 
create a buzz, discussions about an ad, an event, etc. 

The topic can be funny, controversial, interesting or sur-
prising, but certainly it has to aim to be popular 
(Wikipedia, m.d.). But what might be popular within the 
target audience of your star-up? Again, use social 
monitoring you learned about in chapter two. 

Click here to read more about the usage of WOMM, and 
here for a Coca cola example of Buzz marketing: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix2eDR4Mn7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpwqDFua_Wc 
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Fan-page marketing 
Fan-page marketing aims to stickiness, to get more 
followers on website. There are plenty of ways how to try 
to gain awareness and then followers. Having a 
spreadable video might be for sure one of them. More 
about strategies in Fan-page marketing for the website of 
your start-up you can find on Kissmetric blog. 

Storytelling  
Storytelling talks about personality of your brand. Portray 
your brand as a key character and your brand will be 
connected with the message of the story in the heads of 
your start-up´s customers. The story should be emotional, 
human, like a real situation to evoke emotions in the vie-
wers. “Be genuine. Be honest. Be real.” (Olenski, 2015). 
The audience experiences your stories during the reading 
as well, make them feel part of it (Olenski, 2015).

For more information about Storytelling, 
watch this documentary. 

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/new-facebook-fan-pages/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kCtZhuOLIg 
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Because Mark likes parodies and 
funny virals, he decides to join in 

on one of the biggest virals of the 
moment: the Mannequin challenge. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNhtnXu0ur0
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Mark and his team of employers try to think of a funny 
way to join in on this challenge. They decide they want 
to do the challenge in a full restaurant, so they ask their 
customers to also take part in the video. Mark does this 
because of course he hopes that when more people are 
in the challenge video, more people will share and tag 
each other on social media. One person films the whole 
restaurant while everyone is acting like a mannequin. Not 
only the customers are being filmed, also the chef’s in the 
kitchen are participating. 

By using a few methods (see below), Mark hopes the 
video he created has spreadability. 
* Buzz marketing: Mark hopes to create a funny video 
people that people talk about and will show each other.
* Word of mouth marketing: Mark thinks the customers 
who were taking part in the video, will spread the word 
and tell their family and friends about it. They are also 
likely to share the video on social media. This of course 
also counts for his employees. 

Mark is planning to a video/picture post like this once 
every month. This will fit in his business strategy to reach 
his target audience.
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New PR 
strategies 

which help 
you spread 

your message 
to the world

Example 1: Storytelling in reality alias Story doing 

Since people have an access on the Internet where there 
is a plenty of websites comparing products easy available, 
more and more customers try to find what is behind the 
story of each brand. They search for the drama not the 
narrative.  This new situation has leaded to creation of a 
new approach Story doing. In the frame of this approach 
a story is not just some made up story. The story of your 
brand should describe the real story of the brand and be 
connected to the actions of a business. It is not just about 
communication but also about engagement of a brand. 
Think about it as a shift from “what is your brand saying” 
to “what is your brand doing” (Vallance, 2016). Use 
Instagram stories or Snapchat stories to tell what your 
start-up is doing right now! 

Find more information about Story doing here and check 
out Instagram stories and Snapchat stories. 

http://www.viralblog.com/trends-innovations/forget-storytelling-start-storydoing/
http://blog.instagram.com/post/148348940287/160802-stories
https://support.snapchat.com/en-US/ca/stories 
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Example 2: Connected with the strategy 

Today many people want to share their life experiences 
with others and especially in the sport area. Social 
networks are full of runners and people in the gyms. 
Now, for this kind of people, it was developed hologram 
bracelet called Power Balance which measures human 
sport´s achievements (power, strength, flexibility, etc).  
There were plenty of doubts about its real functions in the 
beginning. First the PR specialist tried to promote and 
increase credibility of this product through WOM of
influencers. These influencers were famous athletes 
(Schultz, 2011). However, the biggest success the 
Australian Power Balance gained through the message 
“this sport look will adapt your every outfit clothes” which 
completely changed the discourse of public and increase 
its popularity (NTV). Click here to learn more about the 
bracelet. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gIMxjr3n5U
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We believe that virality and spreadability have the same 
outcome for your brand. What you need to know if you 
want to spread your message or in other words make it 
viral? You need ... 

... to know who your target audience is and what interests 
them. (chapter 2)
... to know why people engage on social networks. 
(chapter 3) 
... to choose one of the strategies and create spreadable 
or viral media content. 
... to check 7 points in this chapter whether your media 
content has a chance to become viral.
... to choose a network according to your media content 
and target audience.
... to publish it and to ask influencers to help you to 
promote your media content among your target audience.
... to control the numbers of likes, shares and whether 
your media content has become a trendy topic. 
... to search for parodies or remakes on social networks 
or via Google, Yahoo, etc. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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All good 
things come 

to an end.
We have now reached the end of this e-book, but for you, this is probably just the beginning. 
We are convinced you now have all the tools to make your start-up successful! That is, if you 
don’t forget to:

- Build a relationship with you stakeholders to get them involved. 
- Always work in an ethical, honest way.
- Listen to your customers.
- Build a network through multiple social media channels to communicate 
  with your target audience.
- Use creative advertisement (Moment marketing, parody video’s, competitions/giveaways).

But most of all, enjoy the process. Go for it, just like Mark did! As Marshall Mcluhan said already 
in 1960’s (!!) the world is now a global village, use this to your advantage!

Good luck!
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